Securing the Future

Asia Pacific's Leading Cyber Security Specialist
LGMS is a cyber security consulting company focused on delivering specialized cyber security assessments, consultation and advisory services.

Established in 2005, LGMS has since built a reputation for its integrity, values and best practices by providing world-class professional services to local, regional and international clients across various industries and backgrounds.
Our Vision & Mission

Our aim is to provide specialized cyber security services globally.

LGMS is committed to deliver specialized cyber security services to our clients.

LGMS offers result-driven services. By integrating best practices of ISO quality management systems into our portfolio of services, LGMS is able to provide measurable performance improvements for our clients.

LGMS is committed to provide the highest standard of service quality — as our certifications and awards attests: CREST | ISO/IEC 27001 | ISO 9001 | ISO/IEC 17025 | PCI ASV | PCI QSA

LGMS places a strong emphasis in the field of cyber security—as exemplified by our team of cyber security experts that possesses various highly respected international certifications.
How We Started

2005
Establishment of LGMS, and first international partnership with MILE2 formed

2008
First and only authorized Professional Evaluation & Certification Board (PECB) Trainer and Examiner in the country

2009
First cyber security service firm in the country to be certified with ISO/IEC 27001:2005—assuring the highest level of professional care in handling clients’ sensitive information

2011
First cyber security firm in the country to achieve Payment Card Industry Approved Scanning Vendor status, as well as offer Cyber Risk Insurance Coverage on penetration testing projects
2012
Rapid expansion began, and the team doubled in size. LGMS expanded its services to new sectors—such as the energy industry, plantations, outsourcing firms, logistics and others.

2014
Aggressive growth and expansion with new office floor dedicated for training services.

2016
Successfully obtained PCI-QSA and OSCP qualifications while founder of LGMS was awarded “Cyber Security Professional of the Year”.

2017
Awarded by Cybersecurity Malaysia as the “Cyber Security Company Of The Year”.

2018
Major expansion with regional offices in Asia, Europe, Africa and North America; and the establishment of Asia Cybersecurity Exchange (ASIACYBERX)—first cyber security hub in the region.

Obtained CREST Recognition and ISO/IEC 17025.
Achievements & Recognition

LGMS spearheads the cyber security industry by being the first in the country in various areas of specialization. Here are some of LGMS’ latest achievements.

- 2017 Cyber Security Company of the Year
- First Center for Internet Security (CIS) Member Company
- First CREST Certified Penetration Testing Company
- First MILE2 Certified Training & Examination Provider
- First Payment Card Industry (PCI) Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV)
- First PCI Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) Certified with PCI ASV Status
- First PECB Certified Training & Examination Provider
- First TÜV Trust IT Accredited Tester
- 2019 IDC Report: Asia/Pacific Internet of Things Security Landscape and Key Vendors
- Common Criteria EAL2 Certification for LGMS Security Assessment
- Report Generator (LGMS Reporter) v1.0.0
4 categories of LGMS’ security consulting and professional services

Advisory & Compliance
- Cybersecurity Risk Assessment & Management Advisory
- PCI DSS Gap Analysis & Advisory
- COBIT Gap Analysis & Advisory
- ISO/IEC 27001 Gap Analysis & Advisory
- ISACA®’s CSX™ Cyber Security Fundamentals Certificate
- ISO/IEC 15408 Common Criteria for Information Technology Consultation & Advisory
- ISO/IEC 27001 Internal Audit
- Cyber Security Maturity Assessment & Advisory
- Cyber Security Governance Advisory
- ISO/IEC 15408 Common Criteria for Information Technology Certification Advisory
- Security Posture Assessment & Advisory

Certification
- PCI DSS Compliance Assessment
- ISO/IEC 27001 Certification Advisory
- ISO/IEC 15408 Common Criteria for Information Technology Certification Advisory

Training
- PECB Certified ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Auditor
- PECB Certified ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Implementer
- PECB ISO/IEC 27001 Foundation
- PECB ISO/IEC 27001 Introduction
- PCI DSS v3.2.1 Training Workshop
- ISACA®’s CSX™ Cyber Security Fundamentals Certificate
- CSA Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge
- Mile2® Certified Penetration Testing Engineer
- Mile2® Certified Digital Forensic Examiner

Testing
- Network & Server Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing
- PCI ASV Scanning
- Web Application Penetration Testing
- Mobile Application Penetration Testing
- Web Service Penetration Testing
- Wireless Access Point Security Assessment
- Source Code Security Review
- IoT Device Security Assessment
- Host Configuration Security Assessment
- Network Device Configuration Security Assessment
- Database Configuration Security Assessment
- Cyber Security Incident Response
- Digital Forensics and Investigation
- Social Engineering
- SWIFT Security Assessment
- Self Service Terminal (SST) Security Assessment
- Red Team Engagement
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LGMS places strong emphasis in the field of Information Technology Security. This is exemplified by our team of certified experts who possesses highly respected international certifications.

- Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
- Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
- Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
- CREST Registered Tester (CRT)
- Offensive Security Certified Expert (OSCE)
- Offensive Security Certified Professional (OSCP)
- GIAC Certified Forensic Examiner (GCFE)
- Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE)
- PCI SSC Certified Qualified Security Assessor (PCI QSA)
- PCI SSC Certified Approved Scanning Vendor (PCI ASV)
- PECB Certified ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Auditor
- PECB Certified ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Implementer
- Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC)
- Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge (CCSK)
- Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator (CHFI)
- Certified Penetration Testing Specialist (CPTS)
- Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
- COBIT Foundation
- PRoject IN Controlled Environment (PRINCE 2) Practitioner

As part of our continuous commitment for improvement and service excellence, we are also an active member of the following associations in the industry:

- (ISC)²: International Information System Security Certification Consortium
- ISACA: Information System Audit and Control Association
- ACFE: Association of Certified Fraud Examiner
- IRCA: International Register of Certificated Auditors
- PECB: Professional Certification and Evaluation Board
- PCI SSC: Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council
- CREST: Council of Registered Security Testers
- CSA: Cloud Security Alliance
- CTIA: Cybersecurity Working Group
- CIS: Center for Internet Security
Our Clients

LGMS has close to two decades of experience in providing cyber security professional services.

Today, LGMS has completed more than 6,000 cyber security related projects for organizations all over the world since the company's inception.
We know many information security consultants and service providers in the market, but we found LGMS’ as particularly capable, competitive, customer-oriented, and a reliable partner when we are in urgent need of assistance.”

Head of Information Security Compliance
Air Asia Group

“An experienced team with the required independence and broad spectrum of expertise. An excellent partner to advice and support for the organization’s IT security development.”

Group IT Security Program Manager
Jotun

profession and Flexibility. LGMS’ expertise supports us to keep painless changing and seamless improvement.

Manager, EC Product, and Development
Verizon Media

“LGMS and their individual PCI DSS consultants had demonstrated their level of professionalism, quality, knowledge and expertise to achieve the objective within the scope, timeline and budget.”

Chief Operating Officer
SUNWAY LEISURE SERVICES SDN BHD

Please accept this letter as our endorsement of LGMS as an outstanding business partner with extensive technical experience and an exemplary model in the industry which we would like others to aspire.

Manager, Operational Risk Management
MEASAT SATELLITE SYSTEMS SDN BHD

“Have been engaging LGMS’ for their penetration testing services. Services provided are at the utmost professional level. Would highly recommend their services.”

Head of Information Solution
MCIS ZURICH INSURANCE BERHAD
Trusted by multinational corporations—LGMS is your dependable cyber security service partner.

Learn more about us at www.lgms.global